The work session started at 8:04 am.

The Board reviewed the following OSBA policy updates, first reading:

Policy updates - 1st Reading

- CM – Compliance and Reporting on Standards (Highly Recommended) - OK
- DJC – Bidding Requirements (Highly Recommended) – Kathy to check on language regarding “The Board....may enact a resolution that authorizes the district to designate a public improvement as a community benefit contract...”
- DJC-AR – Public Contracting Rules & Procedures – Will wait until above gets answered
- GBNAB/JHFE – Suspected Abuse of a Child Reporting Requirements (Required) – Karen to check on wording around making a report to DHS or Law Enforcement
- GBNAB/JHFE-AR(1) – Reporting of Suspected Abuse of a Child (Required) – Karen to check is wording can be added regarding parents being notified of interview if they are not the suspected perpetrator.
- GBNAB/JHFE-AR(2) – Reporting of Suspected Abuse of a Child (Highly Rec) - OK
- IA – Instructional Goals (Optional) – RSD already has this policy in place, asking OSBA to send their updates embedded in our current policy
- IB – Freedom of Expression (Required) – Check with Lauren on Board questions

The Board will table until the January 12 work session:

- AC – Nondiscrimination
- AC-AR – Discrimination Complaint Procedure
- BBAA – Individual Board Member’s Authority and Responsibilities
- BD/BDA – Board Meetings – Optional
- BDDH – Public Comment at Board Meetings – Highly Recommended
- BDDH-AR – Public Comment at Board Meetings – Optional
- IGBHA – Alternative Education Programs (Required)
- IGBHA-AR – Evaluation of Alt Ed Programs
- IGBI – Bilingual Education (Required)
The work session ended at 10:02 am.
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